Laser Skin Renewal
Treatment of Fine Lines, Uneven Skin Texture, and Spots Caused by Sun Damage

What is Pearl?
Pearl is the “one laser to choose” to renew your skin’s surface with quick, visible results. Pearl treats fine lines on the face and neck, uneven skin texture and light and dark spots caused by sun damage.

How does it work?
During a Pearl treatment, the top layer of the skin is treated with pulses of light. A portion of the epidermis (skin surface) is gently removed during the 10-15 minute procedure and a natural protective dressing is formed on the skin’s surface.

- Treats fine lines
- Only 1-2 treatments necessary

The Pearl laser replaces the entire top sun-damaged layer of skin with new healthy skin. Simultaneously, it sends heat to deeper layers of the skin stimulating new collagen growth, filling out and decreasing fine lines and wrinkles.

After 3-4 days, the protective dressing peels off revealing new, healthy, vibrant skin underneath.

New collagen growth continues for 4 to 6 weeks post-treatment. The combination of new skin and decreased wrinkles results in a healthier, more youthful appearance.

How does it differ compared to other lasers?
Unlike “fractional” treatments, Pearl treats the entire face, minimizing the number of required treatments. Typically, only 1-2 treatments are necessary to renew your skin.

What can I expect after the treatment?
After treatment, your skin will look like it is sunburned. The doctor will apply ointment on the skin to keep it moist. The skin will need to be kept moist for 3-4 days. Since you cannot wear sunscreen during this time, you will need to wear protective clothing and limit sun exposure for a few days following the treatment. You are free to wear make-up starting on day 3.

When will I see results?
You will see noticeable results on day 3 or 4, when the superficial tissue has peeled off, leaving fresh, new, healthy skin underneath.

Who is a good candidate?
Patients of any age with sun damage, uneven skin texture and fine lines and wrinkles can benefit from Pearl treatments; however, the most common age group seeking treatment is between 25-60.

How many treatments are recommended?
Many patients experience excellent results after one treatment. Others may want a second treatment for best results.

How does Pearl compare to other “like” laser treatments?
Pearl offers the most effective treatment to address fine lines & wrinkles, sun damaged skin and uneven texture without wound care and the lengthy downtime required with traditional Erbium and CO2 laser procedures.

Is the Pearl cleared by the FDA?
Yes, Cutera received FDA clearance in March 2007 for Pearl for skin resurfacing and the treatment of wrinkles.

Do you offer any financing options?
Yes. Carolina Eye Associates offers the services of CareCredit, North America’s leading patient payment program. CareCredit offers several payment options including the popular 3 and 6 month no-interest plans.

What is my next step?
Your next step to renewed skin is a phone call away. Call us at 910.295.1501 or 800.733.9355 to schedule a consultation or for more information on the Pearl treatment and other aesthetic options offered at Carolina Eye Associates.

Questions? Call Carolina Eye Associates Information Services at 910.295.1501 or 800.733.9355
Visit us at www.carolinaeye.com or email info@carolinaeye.com • www.cutera.com/pearl/patients/